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"The disposable baby products market is estimated to
reach $8 billion in total 2019 retail sales, a decline of

nearly 1% from 2018. Market struggles can partially be
attributed to declining birth rates, parents’ value-driven

approach to the category, as well as increased competition
from online retailers and subscription services."

- Olivia Guinaugh, Home & Personal Care Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Environmental concerns impact disposable diaper usage
• Private label disrupts disposable diaper and wipe categories
• Parents want clarity and reassurance from brands
• More parents are buying baby personal care products
• Parents express elevated interest in a variety of innovations
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Safety-related benefits and expert advice are reassuring
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Figure 37: Purchase influencers, January 2019

Older adults focus on ingredients; young adults seek input from others
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Parents seek innovations focused on convenience, efficacy, and health

Recycling services are driving consumer interests due to environmental concerns

Personalization garners strong interest
Figure 43: Trial and interest in product innovations, January 2019
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Younger parents express greater interest in innovations
Figure 45: Trial and interest in select product innovations, any interest or trial (net), by age, January 2019

Hispanics’ elevated interest in innovations indicates opportunities
Figure 46: Trial and interest in select product innovations, any interest or trial (net), by Hispanic origin, January 2019
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